Job Title Freelance Lifting Equipment Inspector
Reports to Project Manager

Job Specification

Over the past decade, Rigging Team has enjoyed steady growth to become recognised as
one of the industry’s most respected providers of rigging equipment and support services.
Working across the full spectrum of entertainment production, including TV, film, theatre and
live events, Rigging Team are highly experienced in the reliable, safe provision of equipment,
support and technical expertise to productions of all sizes; often creating bespoke solutions
for projects which others may consider impossible.
We are looking for an enthusiastic and skilled individual to join our team of Freelance
Inspectors in the role of Lifting Equipment Inspector.
Reporting to the Project Manager, you will be responsible for ensuring that the Lifting
Equipment Inspections are carried out in accordance with the strict rules and high standards
expected by both Rigging Team and our clients.
To succeed in this role you must be a LEEA qualified Lifting Equipment Inspector with proven
experience of inspecting Lifting Equipment. You should be well organised, able to manage
complex requirements to tight timescales and to prioritise and organise your own workload.
Excellent knowledge and understanding of LOLER and PUWER as well as a commitment to
continuing your learning. A high level of attention to detail, self-motivation and focus as well as
a commitment to providing a high quality are required to ensure that every client has an
excellent experience when working with Rigging Team. Prior experience working within the
entertainment industry is beneficial although not essential.
Normal working hours are Monday to Friday 9am to 6pm. Due to the nature of our industry a
flexible approach to working hours and the possibility of some evening/weekend work may be
required. A full UK driving licence would be beneficial.
This is a fantastic opportunity for the right person to join a fun and friendly team in an exciting
and challenging industry. We believe in growing the skills of all of our staff and offer
opportunities to develop new and existing skills.
To apply for this position please send your CV making sure to add Freelance Lifting
Equipment Inspector in the subject line to careers@riggingteam.com with a covering letter
telling us a little about yourself and what makes you special.

